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Overview 

Focus is too 
much on what 
SE students do 
not know 
instead on what 
they do know 

Suitable for 
SE students? 

Reform in 
mathematics 
education  

Assessing SE students 

mathematical potential 

Study 1 
Can SE students 
solve ratio 
problems?  

Study 2 
Can SE students 
use various 
solution 
strategies? 

Study 3 
Can SE students 
solve 
combinatorics 
problems? 

Study 4 
Can we open SE 
students’ ZPD by 
offering them 
optional auxiliary 
tools? 

FaSMEd Project 
A digital assessment 
environment for 
formative assessment 





 ~1968   2015  

• still under construction 
 

• over the years 
   different accentuations 

    Realistic Mathematics Education 

“realistic”  
 
• to imagine = ZICH REALISEREN 
 

• meaningful context  real  world or fantasy  world 
 

 formal world of mathematics 



    Realistic Mathematics Education 

- activity principle 
 
 

- reality principle 
 

 

- level principle 
   * various levels of understanding 

   * progressive schematization 

   * models as bridges 
 

- intertwinement principle 
 

- interactivity principle 
 

- guidance principle 

    (teacher pro-actively arranges 

     learning environments) 

-  teaching is transmission 

    * atomized 

    * step-by-step 

Mechanistic Mathematics Education 

-  bare number calculations 

-  little attention applications 

   (especially not at the start) 

-  distinct strands 

-  mostly individual work 

-  much guidance 

  (teacher demonstrates) 

-  fixed procedures, recipes 



Often heard opinion:  

A reformed approach to mathematics education 

(such as Realistic Mathematics Education) is 

not suitable for Special Education students 

who are weak in mathematics 

• Starting from contexts 

• Building on children’s informal knowledge 

• Various solution strategies 

• Reflection on solution strategies 



“Proof” that SE 

students are poor in 

mathematics 

Offering SE students 

a limited mathematics 

program 

Avoiding reformed 

teaching methods 

Low scores on 

standardized 

mathematics tests 



It is time to reveal what SE students know, 

rather than what they do not know 

This implies a change in assessment: 

Assessing SE students’ mathematics potential 





 Participants 

o 61 students  

o in 4 upper-grade classes 

o from 2 schools for mildly mentally retarded students 

o 10.5 to13 years old 

o mathematics level at Grades 2 to 4 of regular school 

      (2 to 4 years behind)  

Research question 
 Can students in special education solve ratio problems?  

Method 



School 1 

Class 1       Class 2 

School 2 

Class 1       Class 2 



 Participants 

o 61 students  

o in 4 upper-grade classes 

o from 2 schools for mildly mentally retarded students 

o 10.5 to13 years old 

o mathematics level at Grades 2 to 4 of regular school 

      (2 to 4 years behind) 

 Test on ratio 
• 16 problems 

• 4 types of ratio problems 
− finding the ratio 

− comparing ratios 

− producing equivalent ratios 

− finding the fourth proportional 

• class-administered with oral instruction  

Research question 
 Can students in special education solve ratio problems?  

Method 





Results 

Item  % correct Item  % correct 



Producing equivalent ratios – student work 

Walk item: P-value .38 

a b 



Finding the fourth proportional – student work 

a b 

c 

Glasses item: P-value .64 



Finding the fourth proportional – student work 

News papers item: P-value .26 

b 

a 



Lpg item: P-value .13 

Finding the fourth proportional – student work 

a b 



P-value 

Class 1.2 

P-value 

Class 2.2 

50 

Special 

Education 

Inspector1 

Special 

Education 

Inspector2 

Teacher 

Class 2.2 

Teacher 

Class 1.2 

Special 

Educationalist1 

Special 

Educationalist2 

Found results & 

Expected results 

Walk item: P-value .38 



Current situation 

Cole & Wasburn-Moses (2010) 

In: Teaching Exceptional Children 



There are not many controlled studies 

Baker et al. (2002).  A synthesis of empirical research on teaching 

mathematics to low-achieving students.  

The studies that are carried out 

suggests that the principles of 

direct or explicit instruction can 

be useful 

 

 … including generic problem 

solving strategies and more classic 

direct instruction approaches where 

students are taught one way to 

solve a problems and are provided 

with extensive practice.    



U.S. Department of Education (2008). 

The Final Report of the National 

Mathematics Advisory Panel 

A balanced approach is needed, 

but … 

 

explicit instruction with students 

who have mathematical difficulties 

has shown consistently positive 

effects on performance with word 

problems and computation 

(p. 425)   



2008 

Hint: 

Put one’s trust in self-discovery is trusting on 

something that failed before (Ruijssenaars, 

1992). Letting students who are weak in 

mathematics discovering strategies by 

themselves is fatal. Lead them by the hand, tell 

them which strategies they have to use, and 

show them how the strategy works. Show 

them how to do! (p. 36) 

Effectively working  

       with students who are weak in mathematics   



pupils at special schools for primary 

education can best learn arithmetic 

using one specific strategy. When 

adding and subtracting with numbers less 

than 100, these pupils make least mistakes 

when using the so-called threading strategy 

(for example, 65 - 23 = 65 - 20-3). 



 Prevents SE students to develop numeracy, which is 

seen as important for all citizens (Warry et al. 1992); 

because numeracy implies that students should be able 

to choose a suitable method when solving number 

problems (Treffers, 1989; Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 

2001) 

 Requires an unnecessary long solution path 

(see e.g., Torbeyns, De Smedt, Stassens, Ghesquière, & 

Verschaffel, 2009) 

 Implies ‘didactical ballast’ for students 

(Van den Heuvel-Panhuizen, 1986) 

Disadvantages of one fixed solution method 



 Participants 

o 56 students 

o from 14 classes 

o from 3 SE schools 

o 8–12 years old (M=10.5; SD=10.4 months) 

o mathematics level: Cito LOVS End Grade 2 

      (< Grade 2 regular school)  

 Computer-based test on subtraction up to 100 

o 15 items 

o with various number and format characteristics    

 

Research question 
 Can SE students use various solution strategies? 

Method 

Can SE students make spontaneous use an adding-on strategy 

for solving subtraction problems up to 100? 



Number characteristics Format characteristics 
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Number of items 

A Small (<7) No No 56-52 1 1 1 3 

B Small (<7) Yes Yes 31-29 1 1 1 3 

C Large (>11) Yes Yes 51-39 1 1 1 3 

D Large (>11) No No 47-15 1 1 1 3 

E Large (>11) Yes No 56-28 1 1 1 3 

Total 5 5 5 15 



now 29 euro discount 

62 euro 





AO 

AO use and problem format 



AO use and numbers involved 

56-52 31-29 51-39 47-15 56-28 

AO 



Results AO use 

Data from 56 students from 14 classes  

showed that 

  

o SE students can make spontaneous use of AO  

of 768 cases  

• DS 63% 

• AO 34% 

• Average AO use per student 4.6 (max 0, max 8) 

 

o SE students are rather flexible in applying AO 

 

o SE students are quite successful when applying AO 

• Adding on (260 cases): 68% correct 

• Taking away (480 cases): 51% correct 





Research question 
 Can special education students solve combinatorics problems? 

 Participants 

o 84 students (8-13 year olds; M = 11.1) from 5 SE schools 

o 76 students (7-11 year olds; M =   9.4) from 5 RE schools 
In each school we chose  randomly for each of the CITO LOVS 

tests (M2, M3, M4, and M5) four students who scored near the 

50th percentile score 

 Instrument 

o Six combinatorics problems in ICT environment 

o Problems with the structure 
2 x 3, 3 x 2, 3 x 3, 2 x 2 x 2, 2 x 2 x 2, and 2 x 3 x 2  

 

Method 





o Overall 
SE: 56% correctly solved  

RE: 57% correctly solved 

 

o Per mathematical level 

Success rate 



• systematic 

• semi-systematic 

• non-systematic 

 

Strategy use 
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Results 

o Success rate 

• SE students solved elementary combinatorics 

problems equally successful as RE students 

• A significant and similar growth in success rates 

occurred in both school types for increasing 

mathematical levels 

 

o Strategy use 

• SE students applied a systematic strategy 

equally often as RE students 

• A significant increase in the use of systematic 

strategies occurred in both school types for 

increasing mathematical levels 





Research question 
 Can we open SE students’ zone of proximal development by 

offering them optional auxiliary tools in digital environment? 

 Participants 

o 37 students from two SE schools 

o 8-12 years old 

o mathematics level End Grade 2  

 Instrument 

o 7 subtraction problems up to 100 with crossing the ten 

o In two formats 
− Standardized Cito test 

− Impulse test with optional digital auxiliary tool: 100-board  

 

Method 
Study 1 



Research question 
 Can we open SE students’ zone of proximal development by 

offering them optional auxiliary tools in digital environment? 

 Participants 

o 43 students from two SE schools 

o 8-12 years old 

o mathematics level End Grade 2  

 Instrument 

o 7 subtraction problems up to 100 with crossing the ten 

o In two formats 
− Standardized Cito test 

− Impulse test with optional digital auxiliary tool: empty number line 

 

Method 
Study 2 



Cito test 

Michel’s mother has 62 euro.  

She buys a jacket of 58 euro.  

How many euro is left? 

Impulse test 

       100-board      

Michel’s mother has 62 euro.  

She buys a jacket of 58 euro.  

How many euro left? 

next 

Answer: 

getallenlijn.exe


Cito test 

Michel’s mother has 62 euro.  

She buys a jacket of 58 euro.  

How many euro is left? 

Impulse test 

       100-board      

Michel’s mother has 62 euro.  

She buys a jacket of 58 euro.  

How many euro left? 

next 

Answer: 

rabina_PROBLEM4_62-58.avi
bord.exe


Cito test 

Michel’s mother has 62 euro.  

She buys a jacket of 58 euro.  

How many euro is left? 

Impulse test 

  number line   

Michel’s mother has 62 euro.  

She buys a jacket of 58 euro.  

How many euro left? 

next 

Answer: 

getallenlijn.exe


Cito test Impulse test 

Michel’s mother has 62 euro.  

She buys a jacket of 58 euro.  

How many euro is left? 
  number line   

Michel’s mother has 62 euro.  

She buys a jacket of 58 euro.  

How many euro left? 

next 

Answer: 

mert_opgave_4_Eng.wmv
rabina_PROBLEM4_62-58.avi


% correct answer 

(7 items)  

ICT 

version 

Stand. 

version 

Digital 

manipulatives 

(n=37) 

54 34 t(36)= 3.67, p<.01, 

d=.71 

Digital empty 

number line 

(n=43) 

55 36 t(42)=4.77, p<.01, 

d=.75 

Differences in proportion correct answers 



Number line study  

 
Standardized version 

Incorrect answer 

 

Correct answer 

 

Tool use in 

 ICT version 

 

60% 

 

29% 

Manipulatives study 

 
Standardized version 

Incorrect answer  

 

Correct answer 

 

Tool use in 

ICT version 

 

49% 

 

21% 

Students’ competence awareness  



Results 

o ICT-based dynamic assessment with optional auxiliary 

tools can reveal SE students’ mathematics potential 

 

o SE students can judge their mathematical competence 





Results 

o ICT-based dynamic assessment with optional auxiliary 

tools can reveal SE students’ mathematics potential 

 

o SE students can judge their mathematical competence 



Formative Assessment in Science and Mathematics Education 

To research the use of technology in formative 

assessment practices in ways that allow teachers to 

respond to the emerging needs of low achieving 

learners in mathematics and science. 

NL team: Digital Assessment Environment  

• Web-based 

• Monitoring function 

• Problems based on key competencies 

• Auxiliary tools  



The tool 

icon is 

clicked 



The purple 

bullet is 

moved up 



Red bullet 

is moved 

to the left 



The 

answer is 

filled in 
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To conclude: We should go “across the grain”  



“ ‘Low attaining students’ are generally classified 

on the basis of competence on routine 

tests. Perhaps it would be more accurate to say 

they are classified on the basis of accumulated 

incompetence in tests and other written work.” 

(Watson, 2002, p. 461) 

Deficiency-based approach 

Proficiency-based approach 



Watson looked for evidence that low attaining students 

could: 

1. identify and use patterns 

2. abstract through reflecting on processes 

3. (counter-)exemplify and do more than imitating teacher 

4. develop and use images of concepts 

5. change and manipulate representations 

6. perhaps work with abstractions and relations 



1. identify and use patterns 

6. work with abstractions and relations 

23×7 = 161 ………. ………. ………. 7×23 = 161 161/23 = 7 161/7 = 23 

Example 1 

Regularly the students had to the problems vertically.  

Now asked Anne them to do 23x7 horizontally. 

All students could do this after some thought. 

After that students made their own examples.     



Make up some hard examples for the whole class to do. 

 

Most students: more operations and bigger numbers 

 

Boris: 

operations and output are known and the input has to be found 

 

Andrew: 

input and output are given but the last operation is missing 

Example 2 

3. (counter-)exemplify and do more than imitating teacher 

6. work with abstractions and relations   



Elvira had been asked to round 83 to the nearest 10. 

She replied: 

 “80, but if you had asked me about 87 I would have said 90.”  

 

“In this case, the student seemed to have had an image of 

what it means to round numbers and had used the image to 

generate a counter-example in order to indicate to the 

teacher that she knew more than had been asked.” 

3. (counter-)exemplify and do more than imitating teacher 

4. develop and use images of concepts 

Example 3 



Research on mathematical learning difficulties needs a 

proficiency-based approach   

 

 

 

 

It is time to reveal 

what SE students know, 

rather than what they do not know 

m.vandenheuvel@fi.uu.nl 

m.vandenheuvel-panhuizen@uu.nl 
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